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Let p be a parabolic subalgebra in a semisimple Lie algebra g. We study the
Ž .module M l induced from a one-dimensional p-module of weight l. Let U sp
Ž . Ž .U g rI be the quotient of the enveloping algebra U g by the annihilator I of the
Ägeneric module induced from p. Let Z denote the integral closure of the center Z
Ä Ä ÄŽ . w xof U, and U s ZU. Then M l is not only a U-module, but even a U-module 1 ,p
Äso its central character Z “ C extends to a central character Z “ C. We prove
that this extended central character is useful: It is unique if and only if Dixmier's
map is injective. Moreover, the ``modified Dixmier-map'' of the author's work
Ž .1998, Abh. Math. Sem. Uni¤ . Hamburg 68, 25]44 from the sheet SrG deter-
Ämined by p into the space X of minimal primitive ideals of U is a homeomor-ÄU
Ž .phism SrG “ X given by O ‹ Ann M l . As an application, we obtain theÄU p
following result related to Duflo's theorem that minimal primitive ideals are
Äinduced and centrally generated: Each minimal primitive ideal J of U is induced
and ``almost'' generated by its intersection m with the center, in the sense that
' ÄJ s mU . As further application of the main theorem we get results on the
well-definedness of Dixmier's map.
1. INDUCED MODULES AND IDEALS
Let g be a semisimple complex Lie algebra with Cartan subalgebra h
and Weyl-group W. We fix a parabolic subalgebra p containing h , denote
by z ; h the center of a Levi subalgebra of p , and by W9 the normalizer
of z in W. We consider the shifted W9-action on z* defined by
w.l [ w l q r9 y r9 for w g W9, l g z*,Ž .
where yr9 is half the sum of roots in grp , restricted to z. We denote by
M l [ U g m CŽ . Ž .p UŽp . l
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Ž .the U g -module induced from the one-dimensional p-module C given byl
Ž .some l g z*. Its annihilator is the ``induced ideal'' in U g ,
I l [ Ann M l .Ž . Ž .p UŽg . p
Ž .We let I denote the annihilator of all M l , l g z*. That is also thep
Ž .annihilator of the ``generic'' induced module U g m C. Then U [UŽw p , p x.
Ž . Ž .U g rI is the ``relative enveloping algebra.'' Each M l is a U-module,p
and we call
I l [ Ann M l s I l rIŽ . Ž . Ž .p U p p
the induced ideal in U.
2. THE RELATIVE DIXMIER-MAP Dix p
Let G denote the adjoint group of g. For g s sl the Dixmier-map is an
w x 1 1bijection 9, 4, 13 grG “ X of the orbit space grG onto the space X
Ž .of completely prime primitive ideals of U g . For other semisimple g ,
there are several problems with the definition of such a map. It is only
w xdefined sheet-wise for polarizable orbits; see 1 for a summary. Such a
Ž .reg``sheet'' S ; g is given by a parabolic subalgebra p of g as S s G rad p ,
Ž .the union of orbits of the maximal dimension in G rad p . Then the
Ž .relative Dixmier-map relative p is defined by
reg1Dix : SrG “ X , Gy ‹ I l y r9 for y g rad p ,Ž . Ž .p p
where l is the restriction of y to z , g being identified with g* by the
Killing form.
This definition of Dix needs a justification, since there is a littlep
problem of well-definedness in the choice of y. The problem comes down
to the following lemma:
Ž w x. Ž . Ž .LEMMA cf. 12, 15.27 . I w. l s I l for all w g W9 and l g z*.p p
Hence Dix is well-defined.p
ŽProof. First let l be regular. For this case, the claim follows also
w x .already from 4, 4.10b . Let p be given in the usual way by a subset B9 of
a fixed basis B of the root system. A subscript B0 for B0 ; B means the
w xcorresponding parabolic subalgebra. By 4, 2.8 the t-invariant of the
Ž . Ž . Ž w xinduced ideal I l is t I l s B9 see 4, 2.14 for definition of theB 9 B 9
. w xt-invariant . By 4, 2.17d there is a smallest primitive ideal I with
Ž qqt-invariant B9 namely I s J in the notation of loc. cit. where l isw w ll B 9
. w x Ž X q.a dominant conjugate of l . And by 4, 4.9 this ideal I equals I w.lw 9B 9
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Ž q. Žfor all w9 g W with w9B9 ; B such that M w9.l is irreducible andw 9B 9
. Ž q. w xsuch w9 exists . But we have B9 s t I s t I w9.l s w9B9 by 4, 2.8 ,w 9B 9
so B9 s w9B9 and this means w9 g W9.
Ž . Ž q.By construction we have I l > I s I w9.l and both induced ide-B 9 B 9
w xals have the same GK-dimension 2 dim grp 3 . So equality follows:
Ž . Ž q. Ž q.I l s I w9. l for all w9 g W9 such that M w9. l is irreducible.B 9 B 9 B 9
Ž .The same discussion holds for m s w.l w g W9 instead of l. Hence
since we may assume mqs lq
I m s I w9. mq s I w9. lq s I l ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .B 9 B 9 B 9 B 9
as desired.
Now let l be non-regular, m s w.l, w g W9. We argue by translation
Ž w x. Ž .onto the walls notation 4, 2.12 . We chose n g l q P R regular such
that Rq; Rq, so Rq; Rq . We use that the translation operators T l andl n m w , n n
wX.l w xXT are equal 4, 2.12 , Beweis. Since we already know the lemma for nw.n
regular, we conclude that
T w .lI w.n s T lI w.n s T lI n .Ž . Ž . Ž .w .n B 9 n B 9 n B 9
Ž . w xThe translate on the right hand side is I l s I l by 4, 2.8 .' Ž .B 9 B 9
Ž . Ž .Similarly, the translate on the left is I w.l . We conclude that I l sB 9 B 9
Ž .I w.l . Q.E.D.B 9
We slightly reinterpret this map as follows. We identify the space X ofU
minimal primitive ideals of U with a subspace of the primitive spectrum X
Ž .of U g by JrI l J. Then by Lemma 4 below Dix is a map into X ,p U
Dix : SrG “ X , Gy ‹ I l y r9 .Ž .p U p
w x w x ŽThis is now a surjection by work of Soergel 7 , see 1, 2.2 . In particular
1 .X identifies with a subset of X .U
ŽConjecture. The relative Dixmier-map Dix is injective so it is ap
.bijection SrG “ X .U
w xFor g s sl , this injectivity is known 4 , and is easily complemented ton
obtain a full proof of the injectivity for the full Dixmier-map.
3. EXTENDED CENTRAL CHARACTERS
ÄNow we extend the center Z of U slightly: Let Z be its normalization
Ž . w xintegral closure in the field of fractions of Z . It is described in 1, 3.2 by
Ä W 9.Ž . Ža relative Harish-Chandra-isomorphism c : Z “ S z . This is obtained
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Ž . Ž .from the quotient Z “ R W zrW. of the normal absolute Harish-
w x .Chandra-isomorphism by taking normalizations, see 1 for details. So it is
Ä Äquite explicitly known. Let U s UZ denote the subring generated by U
Äand Z in a suitable localization of U. The U-module structure of the
ÄŽ . w xinduced module M l extends to a U-module structure as follows 1, 4.1 :p
Ä Ž .An element z g Z acts on M l byp
zue s uc z e s uc z l e for u g U n ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
where e is the canonical generator and n is an h-stable complement of p.
ÄŽ .Thus M l has an ``extended central character'' x : Z “ C given byÄp l
x z s c z l ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Äl
Ž . Ž .where for any polynomial f g S z evaluation on l is denoted f ‹ f l .
Conjecture. The extended central character is uniquely determined by
Ž .the g-module M l .p
We shall prove in Section 8 that this conjecture is equivalent to the
Ž .injectivity of the relative Dixmier-map conjecture in Section 2 . So it is
Äw x Ž .true for g s sl 4 . In the sequel, we shall consider M l as a U-modulen p
as defined above.
&
4. THE MODIFIED DIXMIER-MAP Dixp
Ž .reg <Let y g rad p and l [ y y r9. We define a modified Dixmier-mapz
by
& ÄDix Gy [ Ann M l \ I l .Ž . Ž . Ž .Äp U p p
Its deviation from the relative Dixmier-map is obviously given by the
extended central character x asÄl
ÄI l s I l ker x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Äp p l
Ž . ŽThis is obviously well-defined on W9-orbits if I l is which is the case byp
.the Lemma of Section 2 .
LEMMA AND DEFINITION. The modified resp. relati¤e Dixmier-map forms
a commutati¤e triangle
& XDix ÄUp 6
SrG p
6
6
Dixp XU
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Äwhere X resp. X denotes the space of minimal primiti¤e ideals of U resp. U,ÄU U
and p maps J onto J l U.
Proof. The commutativity is trivial. We have to prove that the images
of these maps are contained in X resp. X . We argue by Gelfand]Kiril-ÄU U
ÄŽ . Ž .lov dimension. The GK-dimension of the induced ideals I l resp. I lp p
is
Ä ÄDim UrI l s Dim UrI l s 2 dim grp \ d )Ž . Ž . Ž .p p
w x w xby 3 . Moreover, it follows easily from 3 that
ÄDim U s Dim U s d q Dim Z s d q dim z .
ÄFor each maximal ideal m of Z resp. m s m l Z of Z clearlyÄ Ä
Ä ÄDim UrmU s Dim UrmU F Dim U y Dim Z s d.Ä
Ä Ä ÄSince each primitive ideal P of U contains a maximal ideal m of Z, itÄ
follows that
Ä Ä Ä ÄDim UrP F Dim UrmU F d.Ä
Similarly, for a primitive ideal P of U,
Dim UrP F d.
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .By ) it follows now that the I l resp. I l have the maximum possiblep p
Ä ŽGK-dimension. So they are minimal primitive ideals in U resp. U since
.strictly contained prime ideals have strictly different GK-dimension .
5. THE MODIFIED DIXMIER-MAP IS A
HOMEOMORPHISM
&
THEOREM. The modified Dixmier-map Dix : SrG “ X is a homeo-Äp U
morphism of the sheet SrG onto the minimal primiti¤e spectrum X .ÄU
w x w xProof. This map is injective by 1, 4.3 , and it is continuous by 1, 4.4 ,
Ä< Ž . Ž .since y ‹ l s y y r9 is continuous notation of Section 4 and l ‹ I lz p
is continuous by loc. cit. Since y ‹ l above induces even a homeomor-
w xphism on orbit spaces SrG “ z*rW9., see 1, 2.1, 2.4; 11, Lemma 3.5 , the& Ä Ž .closedness of the map Dix will follow from the closedness of l ‹ I l ,p p
z* “ X . So it is enough to prove that this latter map is closed andÄU
surjective. This will be done in Section 7.
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6. REINTERPRETATION OF Dix . . . AS Dix . . .p pÄ
ÄBy definition, U is an extension of U. We want to interpret it now as a
Äquotient of an enveloping algebra. Let t , . . . , t be generators of Z, and1 n
T , . . . , T indeterminates. Let1 n
g s g [ c the reductive Lie algebra with center c s CT [ ??? [ CT ,Ä 1 n
then
p s p [ c is a parabolic subalgebra of g ,Ä Ä
z s z [ c is the center of a Levi subalgebra of p.Ä Ä
w x Ž . w xU T , . . . , T is a quotient of U g , and Z T , . . . , T is its center.Ä1 n 1 n
Äw x ² :In Z T , . . . , T let a [ t y T , . . . , t y T and a9 [ a l1 n 1 1 n n
Ä Äw x w x w xZ T , . . . , T . Then Z T , . . . , T ra ( Z s Z T , . . . , T (1 n 1 n 1 n
w xZ T , . . . , T ra9. Hence1 n
Ä Äw xU T , . . . , T rUa9 s UZ s U.1 n
Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ .As a result, U is a quotient of an enveloping algebra, U s U g rI, where IÄ
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xis generated by I Section 1 and a9. And here U c s S c s C T , . . . , T1 n
Ämaps surjectively onto Z. Now the constructions of the previous sections
apply also to the reductive Lie algebra g. In particular, for l g z* andÄ
Ž . Ž .f g c* we define the induced U g -module M l q f and its annihilatorÄ pÄ
Ž .I l q f .pÄ
ÄEach l g z* determines an extended central character x : Z “ C, andÄl
Äw xhence a character Z c “ Z “ C, so a linear form f g c*. Obviouslyl
l ‹ x is a morphism, and x ‹ f too. We conclude:Ä Äl l l
Ž .LEMMA. The map l ‹ f is continuous from z* to c* .l
Ž .Now we consider the induced g-module M l q f . As a g-module, it isÄ p lÄ
Ž . w xidentical with M l , so it is annihilated by I and hence a U T , . . . , T -p 1 n
module. It is also annihilated by a9, as follows from the definition of f .l
Ä Ž .But I and a9 generate I, so the g-module M l q f is a module overÄ p lÄ
Ä Ä ÄŽ .U g rI s U. Now we may consider the induced ideal in U:Ä
ÄI l q f [ Ann M l q f s I l q f rI.Ž . Ž . Ž .Äp l U p l p lÄ Ä Ä
Ä Ž .This ideal in U may be computed otherwise. We have Ann M l q f sU p lÄ
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ann M l s I l , and the extended central character of M l q f asU p p p lÄ
Ä Ž .a U-module is x determined by f . In view of the formula in Section 4Äl l
we thus obtain the
ÄŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Result. I l q f s I l ker x s I l .Äp l p l pÄ
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In conclusion, we have interpreted the modified Dixmier-map Dix forp
Ž .the Lie algebra g as a relative Dixmier-map Dix for the Lie algebra gÄpÄ
at least for certain values.
7. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Ä Ž .It was left in Section 5 to prove that l ‹ I l , z* “ X is closed andÄp U
surjective. We first prove the closedness. We use the notations of Section
Ž . Ž .6. The induction map m ‹ I m , m g z* is continuous and closed bypÄ
w x w xSoergel, see 1, Satz 2.2 , extended to reductive Lie algebras as in 7 . It
Ž . Ž .follows that also m ‹ I m is closed where it is defined . By the result ofpÄ
Section 6,
ÄI l s I l q f .Ž . Ž .p p lÄ
Hence it suffices to show that l ‹ l q f is a closed map z* “ z* q c*.l
But the image G of this map is the graph of the continuous function
Ž .l ‹ f Lemma of Section 6 . It follows that G is closed, and the projec-l
w xtion map l q f ‹ l, G “ z* is topological, 6, p. 40 , so its inversel
Ä Ž .l ‹ l q f is in fact closed. We conclude that l ‹ I l is closed.l p
Ä Ž .Finally, we prove that l ‹ I l , z* “ X is surjective. Let B be theÄp U
Ž .image. Then m ‹ I m maps G onto B. But G was closed, so B is closedpÄ
w x Ž .by 1, 2.2 extended to reductive Lie algebras . More precisely, this means
that B is closed in the space of primitive ideals of the fixed GK-dimension
d s 2 dim grp s 2 dim grp. It follows that B is closed in X . Let usÄ Ä ÄU
Ä Ž .prove, on the other hand, that B is dense in X . Let J [ Flg z* I l .ÄU p
Ä Ä w xThen J l Z s Flg z* ker x s 0. But KU s KU is simple 2, 3.2 , whereÄl
Ž . Ž Ž .K s Q Z . The reason for this is that the induced module M l isp
Ž .simple, and therefore the induced ideal I l is maximal for generic l byp
w x w x .using 12, Satz 6.20 ; see 2, 3.2 for more details. Hence KJ s 0, so J s 0.
The closure B of B is the set of Q g X containing J s 0, henceÄU
B s X , B is dense. Since B is closed and dense, it is equal to X , so theÄ ÄU U
Ä Ž .map l ‹ I l , z* “ X is surjective. Q.E.D.Äp U
Remark. This method of proof gives also the continuity of the modified
wDixmier-map, which was proved by completely different methods in 1,
x4.4]4.7 .
8. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE INJECTIVITY OF
DIXMIER'S MAP
THEOREM. The following assertions are equi¤alent:
Ž .i The relati¤e Dixmier-map Dix : SrG “ X is injecti¤e.p U
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Ž .ii The map p : X “ X , J ‹ J l U is injecti¤e.ÄU U
Ž . Ž .iii The extended central character of M l is uniquely determined forp
all l g z*.
Remark. So the conjectures in Section 2 resp. Section 3 are equivalent.
Ž . Ž . w xi m ii was proved in 1, 5.6, 2, 3.8 , but only under restrictive assump-
tions on p.
& &
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i m ii . We have Dix s p (Dix Section 4 . Since Dix is ap p p
Ž .bijection Section 5 , it follows that Dix is injective if and only if p isp
injective.
ÄŽ . Ž .iii « ii . Let Q , Q g X be different minimal primitive ideals of UÄ1 2 U
with Q l U s Q l U \ P. We use the fact that P is an induced ideal1 2
P s I l s Ann M l with l g z*.Ž . Ž .p U p
Ž .This follows from our main theorem Section 5 or also directly from the
w x Ž .work of Soergel 7 as follows: Each primitive ideal J of U g containing I
Ž . Ž . w xSection 1 contains some I l for some l g z* by 1, Satz 2.3 . So eachp
Ž . Ž . Ž .primitive ideal P of U s U g rI contains some I l s I l rI. But ourp p
Ž . Ž .P above is minimal primitive, and I l is primitive, so P s I l .p p
Ž .Now the induced module M l is a faithful UrP-module, andp
ÄUrP ( UrQ for i s 1, 2 )Ž .i
Ä Äbecause UrQ is generated by the image of U and that of Z, which is C.i
ÄŽ . Ž .The isomorphisms ) give two U-module-structures on M l extendingp
the U-module-structure. This defines two extended central characters of
Ä Ž .this module, x : Z “ C with kernels m i s 1, 2 . Obviously Q isi i i
generated by m and P, so Q / Q implies m / m . Hence x and xi 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .are two different extended central characters on M l . But this isp
Ž . Ž .impossible by iii . This proves that ii must hold.
ÄŽ . Ž .ii « iii . Let an arbitrary U-module-structure, or equivalently an
Ž .extended central character x , on M l be given. LetÄ p
Q [ Ann M lŽ .ÄU p
and
P [ Ann M l s Q l U.Ž .U p
Ž .We have proved in Section 4 that Q g X and P g X . By assertion ii ,ÄU U
Q is the unique element in X with Q l U s P. So Q is uniquelyÄU
Ž .determined by the U-module-structure of M l . So the same is true forp
ÄQ l Z s ker x and hence for x . So we must have x s x . Q.E.D.Ä Ä Ä Äl
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9. MINIMAL PRIMITIVE IDEALS ARE ALMOST
CENTRALLY GENERATED
w xGeneralizing a well known theorem of Duflo 5, Sect. 8 , the following
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .result was proved in 2, 3.3 under certain assumptions 1 , 2 , 3 on the
parabolic p:
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xPROPOSITION. Assume 1 , 2 , 3 of 2 . Then each minimal primiti¤e
Ä Äideal of U is induced and generated by its intersection with the center Z.
The three assumptions cannot be dropped completely, as a counter-ex-
w xample in case g s so shows 2, Sect. 4 . However, we obtain here a5
slightly weaker similar result without any assumptions on p:
ÄTHEOREM. Each minimal primiti¤e ideal J of U is induced and almost
Ägenerated by its intersection m with the center Z, in the sense that
' ÄJ s mU .
Proof. J is an induced ideal by the surjectivity of the modified Dixmier-
Ž . Ž .reg <map Theorem of Section 5 . Now let y g rad p , l [ y y r9, so thatz
& ÄDix Gy s I l .Ž . Ž .p p
Then the kernel of the extended central character is
Ä ÄI l l Z s ker x l W9. lŽ . Äp l
corresponding to the W9-orbit W9. l under the relative Harish-Chandra-
Ä W 9. ÄŽ . Ž . Žisomorphism c : Z “ S z . Now Gy ‹ W9. l ‹ I l is bijective Sec-p
Ä Ä. Ž .tion 5 , so we conclude that I l ‹ ker x is a bijection X “ Max Z.Ä Äp l U
Ä ÄWe have proved that the map d : Q ‹ Q l Z is a bijection X “ Max Z.ÄU
Ä ÄIf m is any maximal ideal of Z, then in general the radical of mU is
' ÄmU s J l J l ??? l J1 2 n
Ä Äwith minimal primitive ideals J , . . . , J of U satisfying J l Z s m. But1 n i
we have seen that d is bijective, hence n must be s 1. Q.E.D.
Remark. By the counter-example in case g s so mentioned above, it5' Ä Äreally occurs sometimes that mU / mU in the theorem.
10. INDUCTION FROM DIFFERENT PARABOLIC
SUBALGEBRAS
We fix a Borel subalgebra b of g , h ; b ; p , and denote B the
corresponding basis of the root system. Then p is given by a subset
B9 ; B. Now we consider another parabolic subalgebra q given by B0 ; B.
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It determines the same sheet S as p if and only if both have conjugate
w xLevi subalgebras 8, 4.4 , that is to say B0 s wB9 for some w g W. We
Ž .assume this now to be the case. In notations like I l we replace theq
Ž .subscript q also by B0 if convenient. We denote w.l s w l q r y r the
Ž .shifted W-action on h s h* where r is half the sum of positive roots.
This extends the definition in Section 1.
Ž w x.THEOREM cf. 12, 15.27 . Let l g z* s z. For all w g W with wB9 ; B
Ž . Ž .we ha¤e I w.l s I l .w B 9 B 9
w x w xFor g s sl , this is Satz 5.4 in 9 . For l regular, this is in 4, 4.10b .n
Proof. For clarity, denote the ideal I of Section 1 by I . We claim thatB 9
I s I . This follows from the fact that these ideals are the intersec-B 9 w B 9
Ž . Ž . Žtions of all induced ideals I l resp. I l with l g z. l genericB 9 w B 9
.suffices. The latter two ideals have the same central character, and they
Ž w x.are maximal for generic l see 2, 3.2 . But there is only one maximal
Ž . Ž . Ž .ideal of U g with given central character. So I l s I w.l generi-B 9 v B 9
cally, and the claim follows.
Ä Ä Ž .Consequently, the meaning of I, U, Z, Z, U Section 1 is the same for p
Ž . Ž .and q. Our definitions apply to define I w.l s I w.l and alsoq w B 9
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .I w.l s I w.l .q w B 9
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .LEMMA. The ideals I l and I w.l ha¤e the same intersection withB 9 w B 9
ÄZ, i.e., the same extended central character x .Äl
Proof of the Lemma. By definition of x by means of the Harish-Äl
Ž .Chandra-isomorphism c Section 3 , it corresponds to the W9-orbit W9. l
X ÄŽ .in z under c *: zrW . “ Max Z . Similarly the extended central character
Ä Ž .x of I w.l corresponds to the W0-orbit W0 w.l in w.z , where W0 isÄ w B 9
the normalizer of w.z , which is W0 s wW9wy1. Hence x corresponds toÄ
W0 w.l s wW9wy1 w.l s wW9. l,
which in turn corresponds to W9. l under application of w. But this
application of w makes the following diagram with the two Harish-
Chandra-isomorphisms relative p resp. q commutative:
Ž .W XR z .
cp
6
UÄ w .
6
Z R s regular functionsŽ .
6
c Yq WŽ .R w.z .
It follows that x s x , hence the lemma.Ä Äl
To finish the proof of the theorem, we now use the main theorem
X Ä X ÄŽ . Ž .Section 5 that W . l ‹ I l is a bijection of zrW . ( Max Z onto X .ÄB 9 U
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Therefore there is only one primitive ideal in X of a given extendedÄU
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .central character x . Since the two ideals I l and I w.l have theÄl B 9 w B 9
same extended central character by the lemma, it follows that they must be
equal. Hence their intersections with U are also equal, that is,
I w.l s I l .Ž . Ž .w B 9 B 9
This gives the theorem Q.E.D.
11. WELL-DEFINEDNESS OF DIXMIER'S MAP
wThis theorem implies the following corollary, as explained in detail in 9,
xSect. 6 for the case g s sl :n
Ž .regCOROLLARY 1. Let S s G rad p be a polarizable sheet. Let y g S
Ž Ž .reg .and q any polarization of y i.e., y g rad q determining the same sheet
Ž . Ž .S i.e., q and p ha¤e conjugate Le¤i subalgebras . Then Dix Gy sp
Ž .Dix Gy .q
In case g s sl all polarizations of y determine the same sheet Sn
Ž .because different sheets are disjoint in this case . So the corollary gives:
w xCOROLLARY 2 9, Theorem 6.6 . For g s sl the Dixmier-map Dix:n
1 Ž . Ž < .grG “ X is well-defined by the formula Dix Gy [ I y y r9 wherezp
y g g and p may now be any polarization of y.
In the general semisimple case we obtain the following slightly weaker
w xresult of well-definedness, as suggested in 1, 1.4 : A Dixmier-map on a
sheet Dix : SrG “ X1 can be well-defined by the formula in Corollary 2,S
where now only polarizations p belonging to the given sheet S are
admitted. This is a progress over the relative Dixmier-map Dix , where pp
Ž .was fixed. Dixmier's original definition of an orbit map as in Corollary 2
Žis well-defined on all orbits which belong to only one sheet by Corollary
.1 . On the intersection of two different sheets, it may be not well-defined
w xby a counter-example in 10 .
Note added in proof. Meanwhile, I can prove the injectivity of the relative Dixmier-map
Ž .Conjecture of Section 2 is true . So by the Theorem of Section 8, the extended central
Ž .character of an induced module is unique Conjecture of Section 3 is true . The proof will
appear elsewhere.
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